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Spies for China

She’s been a communist since the day she was born. Her bona fides are 

impeccable. I gradually converted her. She’s now a rock-ribbed Republican.

FBI agent JAMES J. SMITH on Katrina Leung, his Chinese spy, 
cited by Gertz, Enemies, 18

Another Chinese spy case caused the FBI even more embarrassment than 
Wen Ho Lee. The Wen Ho Lee imbroglio resulted from interagency blun-
ders by the US Department of Energy (DOE), DOJ, and the FBI, but the case 
of Katrina Leung, code-named “Parlor Maid,” rested solely on the FBI’s 
doorstep. Leung had been the FBI’s prize Chinese source for eighteen years, 
until her role as a double agent working for the PRC was exposed. She had 
not only spied for the Chinese but also carried on longtime romances with 
not one but two FBI agents.

Espionage mixed with romance is a volatile brew that can dilute the 
objectivity and professionalism of the spy–handler relationship. During the 
Golden Age of Soviet espionage, the Soviets misread the depth of Elizabeth 
Bentley’s love for her handler, Jacob Golos, and when the KGB wrested his 
spy network from her after his death, she turned on her spymasters and 
betrayed them to the FBI. Another offshoot of “falling in love with an agent” 
is the handler’s blind rejection of glaring signs that his or her agent may be 
underperforming, providing inaccurate reports, or, worst of all, working for 
the other side. 
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Such was the case of FBI special agent James J. Smith, Katrina Leung’s 
handler. Smith, known as “J.J.” among his FBI colleagues, retired from the 
FBI in 2000 after a distinguished thirty-year career. He spent most of that 
career in Los Angeles, where he headed the China squad and was widely 
regarded as the FBI’s leading expert on Chinese espionage. That expertise 
was enhanced by Smith’s handling of Parlor Maid for eighteen years. 

Parlor Maid, Leung’s code name, was a top FBI producer of intelligence 
on China during those years and an adviser on counterintelligence issues as 
well.1 She was also Smith’s lover throughout the years of their spy–handler 
relationship and after his retirement. Because of that romance, Leung 
enjoyed unusual access—Smith consulted her on FBI cases and showed her 
classified documents on China to seek her assessments of them, a flagrant 
violation of security regulations and basic spy tradecraft.2 He also brought 
Leung to FBI parties and she videotaped his retirement reception, a security 
lapse even an amateur would avoid. 

Smith first met Leung in 1982, when he interviewed her regarding her 
activities while working in a company suspected of illegal technology trans-
fer to China.3 Leung talked freely about her contacts back in Beijing and 
shared a wealth of useful information. Leung demonstrated potential to be 
a long-term oasis in the desert of US intelligence on China—she was young, 
vivacious, socially skilled, and well connected in China. Smith recruited her 
as a source and, a short time later, became her lover. 

Leung had been active on China issues since her college days. She was 
born Chan Man Ying in Guangdong Province in China on May 1, 1954, and 
her upbringing was provided by a childless aunt who moved them to Hong 
Kong and then emigrated to the United States in 1970. In 1976, she gradu-
ated with a double major in architecture and engineering from Cornell Uni-
versity, where she participated in pro-China organizations. After receiving 
an MBA from the University of Chicago, she moved to California in 1980 to 
work for Sida International, a company that promoted trade with the PRC. 

Before long, Leung and her husband, Kam, a medical company executive, 
became active in political fund-raising and began rubbing shoulders with 
southern California’s political elite. She served on the board of the Los 
Angeles World Affairs Council alongside former secretary of state Warren 
Christopher; Disney’s CEO, Michael Eisner; and former Los Angeles Dodgers 
owner Pete O’Malley.4 More important, because of her fluent Chinese and 
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connections to the government in Beijing, she began organizing banquets 
for visiting Chinese officials and soon served as a bridge on trade and other 
issues between high-level Chinese and California politicians. 

Leung’s high-level Chinese contacts and frequent trips to the PRC gave 
her unprecedented access to elicit information of interest to US policymak-
ers. She was also active in the Chinese American community in southern 
California and was questioned by the FBI about various espionage cases. 
Among them was the investigation of the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory scientist Guo Bao Min, the same suspect Wen Ho Lee had called 
to offer his help in 1982. The FBI investigation was run by Special Agent Bill 
Cleveland, another specialist on Chinese espionage who met Leung. In 
1988 Cleveland and Leung began their own affair that lasted until 1999. 
Katrina Leung was not only cheating on her husband but also on her FBI 
handler. By the late 1980s tidbits of information emerged that she was also 
cheating the FBI. 

In 1987, the FBI received information about a call by a female to the 
Chinese Consulate in San Francisco who was identified as Leung. Leung 
asked the consulate to call her back at a phone booth number, a hint that the 
conversation concerned more than ordinary business. The suspicious con-
versation was ignored by the FBI.5 In an even more suspicious incident in 
April 1991, a female using a code name called a Ministry of State Security 
(MSS) officer in China.6 The use of a code name alone raised FBI suspicions 
about the mysterious caller, who was discussing a visit to Beijing by two FBI 
agents, one of whom was her lover, Bill Cleveland. 

Leung’s call caused a stir at the FBI. If their prize agent was using code 
names with a known Chinese intelligence officer, the painful explanation 
might be that she was really an MSS spy and had been deceiving the FBI for 
almost a decade. Rather than conduct an independent review of the case, 
the FBI let Smith handle the thorny issue. Smith, after all, was the FBI’s 
Chinese espionage expert, and agents around the country routinely deferred 
to him on Chinese matters. In May 1991, an angry Smith confronted Leung 
about the call and she admitted to him that she was passing information to 
the MSS.

Smith argued to the FBI that Parlor Maid was still a well-connected spy 
and that he could turn her away from the Chinese and ensure her future 
loyalty to the FBI. He would later admit that he was frightened that the 
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revelation of Leung as a Chinese spy would surface their affair, clearly 
something he wanted to conceal from the FBI and his family. The FBI 
deferred to Smith again and let him continue running Leung as a source. 

Leung continued to spy for China despite Smith’s efforts, and more hints 
of her double-dealing surfaced in the 1990s. In 1992, a source claimed that a 
Chinese double agent named “Katrina” was working for the FBI, and in 
2000 another source fingered Leung as an MSS agent.7 Despite the glaring 
indicators of Leung’s deceit, the assistant director of FBI counterintelli-
gence waved off the reports as “sources pointing fingers at each other.”8

The compromise of sensitive US government technical operations led to 
an FBI investigation that, by the end of 2001, narrowed down the list of pos-
sible suspects to Leung.9 The FBI built the case against Leung for a year 
before interviewing her. In December 2002 she admitted to FBI agents that, 
during meetings with Smith at her home, she had surreptitiously snatched 
classified documents from her lover’s briefcase and photocopied them. She 
also admitted her MSS code name and the identity of her handler and con-
fessed that she had passed to Chinese intelligence the information that she 
filched from Smith. And, Leung admitted, she did have an affair with her 
FBI handler for eighteen years.10

Under separate questioning by the FBI, Smith reluctantly confirmed 
their affair and admitted that he had probably shared too much information 
with Leung over the years.11 Cleveland also admitted his own affair with 
Leung, but he apparently confined his dealings with her only to sex and so 
he was not accused of violating any laws.

Katrina Leung and J. J. Smith were arrested on April 9, 2003. Leung was 
charged with unauthorized access, retention, and copying of national 
defense information; lying to federal investigators; and tax evasion because 
she had not reported as income the $1.7 million she had received from the 
FBI over the years. Smith was charged with gross negligence in handling 
classified information and lying during his FBI reinvestigation. As a long-
time FBI agent, Smith knew the stumbling blocks to successful prosecution 
of national security cases and used the “graymail” tactic to wriggle out of a 
trial.12 He requested classified documents for his defense, which, if revealed 
during court proceedings, might compromise the information. The maneu-
ver worked, and Smith was allowed a plea bargain that released him on 
three years’ probation and a $10,000 fine.
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The FBI was more interested in locking up a Chinese spy and wanted 
Smith’s cooperation against Leung for the plea bargain. DOJ wanted to 
ensure that Leung could not receive any help from Smith to aid her defense, 
so the terms of Smith’s plea agreement stipulated that he was prohibited 
from sharing any further information relating to the case with Leung or her 
attorneys. The stipulation, however, backfired. The federal judge in Leung’s 
case ruled that her constitutional right to a witness needed for her defense 
had been violated by Smith’s plea agreement. The judge dismissed the 
case.13

DOJ filed an appeal, but, realizing that the case was dying, US attorneys 
scrambled to negotiate an agreement with Leung.14 On December 16, 2005, 
Leung pled guilty to two counts: lying to federal authorities and tax 
evasion.15 She was released on three years’ probation, and in return she 
agreed to cooperate with FBI debriefers about her spying for the Chinese, 
pay a $10,000 fine, and perform 100 hours of community service. 

The Leung case left another blot on the FBI’s reputation. First one of its 
own, Robert Hanssen, had been unmasked as a major Russian spy; and now 
another, J. J. Smith, had violated basic security relations in dealing with 
agents by his illicit affair with Katrina Leung. The romance led Smith to 
gloss over red flags in the case and enable a Chinese spy to continue duping 
the FBI for years. Smith, however, was not solely responsible for the disas-
ter. According to the DOJ inspector general’s review of the case, Smith had 
never been challenged by a row of supervisors in the field and at FBI head-
quarters about suspicious anomalies in the Leung operation.16

The inspector general’s review of the case emphasized the FBI’s failure 
to conduct “asset validation” of its sources.17 By the time of the report, the 
FBI itself realized the need for sweeping changes in its approach. In an 
interview FBI counterespionage chief David Szady admitted “that the 
Leung case highlighted the FBI’s need to better control its informants, to 
check the information they provide.”18

In the spy trade asset validation is simply a system of measures to estab-
lish the reliability and veracity of sources.19 Some form of this validation is 
used in many walks of life. Lawyers use it with witnesses before putting 
them on the stand, police use some form of validation to check out their 
informants, and corporations apply due diligence before collaborating with 
or buying a company to ensure that their investment is sound. 
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Asset validation not only in the FBI but also in the entire intelligence 
community was roundly criticized in the March 2005 report to the presi-
dent by the Silberman-Robb Commission, which reviewed US intelligence 
capabilities regarding weapons of mass destruction.20 The commission 
singled out one Iraqi source, code-named Curveball, whose information on 
Saddam Hussein’s biological warfare capabilities was reported by DIA and 
formed part of the body of data supporting the existence of Iraqi weapons 
programs. Curveball turned out to be a fabricator, and the commission 
deemed DIA’s disregard of agent validation “a major failure in operational 
tradecraft.” 21

The FBI’s disregard of asset validation in the Leung operation prevent-
ed any independent review from resolving the anomalies in the case. As 
a result, Leung was able to funnel the FBI’s requirements back to the 
Chinese so they would know the information the United States had about 
the PRC and the gaps in its knowledge. On a strategic level, that informa-
tion could have enabled China to shape its policy based on US percep-
tions. On a tactical level, the information could have also assisted Chinese 
counterespionage in discovering spies in its government.

Because Leung was controlled by the MSS, the intelligence she pro-
vided to the FBI may have been shaped by the Chinese either to deceive 
the United States or influence its policy toward the PRC. During the 
1940s, the assistant secretary of the Treasury, Harry Dexter White, was a 
top policymaker and KGB spy, but the Soviet positions he advocated in 
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s inner circle were either in line with America’s 
own or were flatly rejected. Leung hardly enjoyed White’s influence, 
although some of her reports were ostensibly from high-level Chinese 
officials. Many of those reports were undoubtedly woven into analytic 
pieces with heaps of other information, further complicating any assess-
ment of the influence she may have exerted on US policy. One thing, how-
ever, is certain. Katrina Leung, aka Parlor Maid, was “a Chinese spy who 
got away.”22

Leung was run by the MSS as a classical double agent operation, unlike 
China’s unorthodox spying methods to collect tidbits of intelligence from 
hordes of visiting targets. Another classical operation to collect that covert 
20 percent of intelligence involved a spy ring in the US defense industry. 
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The Mak Family 

The story of the Mak spy ring resembles a Chinese version of the Walker 
family espionage business. Two brothers, their wives, and one of their sons 
were charged with conspiracy to export US defense information. At the 
heart of the ring was Chi Mak, an engineer for Power Paragon, a southern 
California company and subsidiary of the L-3 conglomerate, one of the largest 
government defense contractors in America. 

Although the United States had been plagued by spies among defense 
contractors since the 1950s, the number had dwindled to a trickle after the 
end of the Cold War. Tightened security measures were now mandated in 
government contracts and, faced with the loss of multi-million-dollar deals, 
the industry met and sometimes exceeded the government’s strict stan-
dards. The industry had been mostly riddled with Soviet bloc spies during 
the Cold War, but it had also become an attractive target for China to accel-
erate its military modernization. 

Chi Mak was ideally placed to contribute to the PRC’s program. He was 
born in 1940 in Guangzhou and in the 1960s moved with his wife Rebecca 
Liu to Hong Kong, where he began spying on American ships on their way 
to Vietnam. Chi and Rebecca emigrated to the United States and became 
American citizens in 1985. An electrical engineer by profession, Chi Mak 
was hired by Power Paragon and received a security clearance in 1996. 
Initially, he traveled to Hong Kong to deliver the company’s naval secrets to 
his brother, Tai Mak, who worked for Chinese military intelligence and who 
carried the information to the mainland. 

In 2001, Tai Mak and his wife, Fuk Heung, emigrated to the United 
States, where they received permanent resident alien status. Tai Mak set-
tled near his brother in California and found a job as a broadcast engineer 
for a Chinese TV station. The move enhanced the security of their spying 
operation. Chi Mak was able to avoid raising suspicions by frequent over-
seas trips, and his brother Tai instead served as the courier of Power Para-
gon’s naval information between the United States and China.

The FBI opened a full investigation on the Mak family in 2004. In 
February 2005, FBI agents pieced together ripped-up papers from Chi’s 
trash that revealed a shopping list of Chinese intelligence requirements 
on an array of US Navy secrets, including early warning systems, subma-
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rine propulsion technology, missile-launching procedures, destroyer 
technology, and shipboard communications.23 FBI coverage of Chi’s 
home and office then revealed that he was sending e-mails to his home 
with classified information and loading his briefcase with compact disks 
from work. At home, Chi downloaded the work e-mails and transferred 
the secret materials to other disks, which he then brought to his broth-
er’s house.24

In October 2005, the FBI learned of imminent plans by Tai Mak and his 
wife to travel to China. At the same time, surveillance of Chi Mak showed 
that he was loading information on disks regarding the Quiet Electric Drive 
project at Power Paragon. Chi was the lead engineer on the project, which 
developed a silent propulsion system for US Navy warships.25 Chi had pre-
sumably betrayed other information about the project in the past, but the 
US Navy believed the system was too valuable to allow any more disks to 
fall into Chinese hands. 

On October 28 the FBI arrested Tai Mak and his wife at Los Angeles 
International Airport as they were about to embark on another spy trip to 
China. A search of Tai’s carry-on bag surfaced the disks with Power Para-
gon’s information. Chi Mak and his wife Rebecca were arrested at their 
home the same day. Although Tai Mak refused to cooperate with the FBI, 
Chi admitted that he had passed Power Paragon materials to China but 
denied passing any classified information. 

Unfortunately for the United States, he was telling the truth. Despite 
the wealth of US Navy information Chi had given China, none of it was 
classified.

Power Paragon’s materials developed for the navy were considered sen-
sitive proprietary information subject to export controls, but in court the 
unclassified documents did not meet the espionage threshold regarding 
injury to US national security interests. As a result, the government could 
not indict the Maks for espionage and had to settle for lesser charges of theft 
and transporting stolen property.26

In June 2006, a new indictment included Tai Mak’s son Billy, a University 
of California, Los Angeles, student who had assisted his father in encrypting 
the stolen information. Then, in October, a federal grand jury added new 
charges to the indictment of the five spy ring members, including conspiracy 
to export US defense information.27 Because the Power Paragon documents 
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were unclassified, US attorneys had to thumb through statutes to find some 
basis for prosecuting the Mak ring.

The information Chi Mak admitted passing to the Chinese may not have 
been classified but would certainly have helped the Chinese in the event of 
a naval conflict with the United States. Among other items, Chi provided 
information about Aegis, an advanced antimissile system deployed on a 
broad spectrum of the navy’s warships.28

Chi Mak was found guilty in May 2007 and sentenced to twenty-four-
and-a-half years in prison. The other members of the family spy ring also 
pled guilty; his brother Tai was sentenced to ten years imprisonment, Chi’s 
wife to three years, Tai’s wife to three years probation, and Tai’s son Billy to 
eleven months.

Dongfan Chung 

The Mak family was only half of a PRC spy network in the United States 
that was eventually unmasked. At Chi Mak’s trial the FBI testified that, dur-
ing the search of the defendant’s home, agents discovered a letter revealing 
that he also served as an intermediary between the Chinese and another 
engineer, Dongfan Chung, who worked on the space shuttle for the Boeing 
Corporation.29 The pair was further linked to a shadowy Chinese military 
intelligence officer only identified as “PRC official ‘A’” in court affidavits.30

Chung almost rivaled Larry Wu-tai Chin in the longevity of his espionage 
career. Like Chin, Chung was born in China and spied for the land of his 
birth for almost three decades. He emigrated to the United States in 1962, 
acquired US citizenship, and worked first for Rockwell International and 
then for the Boeing Corporation on the West Coast for thirty years. In about 
1979 he volunteered to spy for the PRC by sending a letter to a Chinese pro-
fessor claiming that he was “regretful for not contributing anything” to his 
homeland and offering to provide information.31 Over the course of his 
lengthy spy career, in response to specific questions from his PRC handlers, 
Chung provided a wealth of aerospace and aircraft information, including 
twenty-four B-1 bomber manuals and documents related to Delta-IV rock-
ets to launch manned space vehicles, the C-17 Globemaster cargo plane, F-15 
fighter planes, helicopters, and the space shuttle.32 Unbeknownst to his 
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employers, Chung also traveled to China on several occasions to give lec-
tures on space shuttle technology and meet his spy handlers.33

Chung was arrested for economic espionage and other charges in Febru-
ary 2008. During the investigation, the FBI found in his residence a stagger-
ing 250,000 pages of Boeing documents on restricted aircraft technology.34

The long-serving, seventy-three-year-old spy was convicted in a trial and 
sentenced to fifteen years and eight months in prison.

Tai Shen Kuo, Gregg Bergersen, Yu Xin Kang, and James Fondren

A subset of PRC official “A”’s network was arrested 3,000 miles away on the 
East Coast the same day as Chung. This subset included a spy, his handler in 
the United States, and a courier. The spy handler was Tai Shen Kuo, a native 
of Taiwan who had become a US citizen and spent three decades in New 
Orleans importing furniture from the PRC. Kuo was a respected member of 
the New Orleans business community and had even received a gubernato-
rial appointment to a state overseas trade commission. His business involved 
frequent travel to China, where in the 1990s he was enlisted by PRC official 
“A” to seek out potential spies with access to US defense information.35

Kuo fulfilled his task by meeting and cultivating Gregg Bergersen, a US 
Navy veteran and weapons systems analyst at the Defense Security Coop-
eration Agency, the Pentagon unit responsible for implementing America’s 
foreign arms sales. Kuo lured Bergersen into espionage by holding out the 
carrot of a lucrative joint consulting partnership on defense matters. Berg-
ersen was actively seeking a postretirement income source, partly to sup-
port his gambling habit. Kuo twisted the hook in further by funding his spy’s 
trips to Las Vegas and supplying him with cash for bets at casino tables. In 
return, Bergersen provided information on US military sales to Taiwan and 
communications security issues.36

In a classic false flag operation, Kuo convinced Bergersen that his infor-
mation was supplied to Taiwan. Just as John Walker had deceived his sub-
source Jerry Whitworth that the latter’s information ended up in Israeli 
hands, Kuo enabled Bergersen to rationalize the impact of his espionage 
because he believed that he was spying for a US ally. Bergersen, however, 
realized that the unauthorized recipient of stolen secrets is a moot point. He 
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knew he was still committing a crime. During a meeting with Kuo in a rental 
car, Bergersen nervously begged his handler not to reveal him as the source 
of information he was passing on US arms sales to Taiwan. “If it ever fell 
into the wrong hands, . . . then I would get fired for sure,” he told Kuo. “I’d 
go to jail . . . because I violated the rules.”37

To provide further security and efficiency to the operation, the Chinese 
posted a courier to New Orleans to receive the materials from Kuo and 
deliver them directly to PRC official “A” in China. Yu Xin Kang, a thirty-
three-year-old legal permanent resident alien, had met Kuo in China and 
had become his lover. Kuo’s enthusiasm for the cause was undoubtedly 
heightened by the proximity of his mistress living in New Orleans, and, 
from a security perspective, Kang’s courier duties enabled Kuo to make less 
frequent and potentially alerting trips to see his spymaster in China.

Bergersen soon pled guilty to charges of conspiracy to disclose national 
defense information and was ultimately sentenced to 57 months in prison. 
Kang received a lighter sentence of eighteen months, and Kuo was sen-
tenced to 188 months and a $40,000 fine.38 Kuo originally came to the United 
States to study at Nicholls College in Louisiana on a tennis scholarship and 
later became a tennis pro at a New Orleans country club. He is reportedly 
teaching tennis to his fellow inmates in prison.39

On the day Kuo and Bergersen were arrested, Kuo was staying at the 
home of another one of his DOD contacts in Virginia, James Fondren, a for-
mer US Air Force colonel. Among Kuo’s possessions at the time of his arrest 
was an unclassified copy of a DOD document titled “The National Military 
Strategy of the United States of America 2008.” Fondren had given Kuo the 
document.

Fondren had retired in 1996 and established Strategy, Inc., a consulting 
business whose only client was Kuo. In 2001 Fondren returned to the Pen-
tagon as the deputy director of the Washington office of the US Pacific Com-
mand. Back with access to classified information, Fondren supplied Kuo 
and PRC official “A” with “opinion papers” on China, a thinly veiled method 
to slip secrets to the Chinese in return for payments.40 Financially motivat-
ed, Fondren received from $350 to $800 for each paper. Like Bergersen, 
Fondren was led to believe that the information he provided on US military 
activities and policy in the Pacific region was passed to Taiwan.41 Fondren 
became the tenth member of PRC official “A”’s ring to be unmasked. He was 
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arrested on May 13, 2009. Four months later he was tried and convicted, and 
in January 2010, he was sentenced to three years in prison.

The ten arrests reflect the depth and breadth of Chinese espionage 
against the United States and the increasing efforts of the FBI and other 
security agencies to combat it. The arrests, however, also demonstrate 
that the Chinese, like their Russian counterparts, commit costly errors in 
tradecraft that can be exploited by US counterespionage. 

During the heyday of Soviet espionage in the 1930s and 1940s, many of 
the Americans collaborating with the USSR knew the identities of their 
fellow spies, socialized with them, and talked openly on telephone lines 
about their espionage activities. By the time Soviet intelligence officers tried 
to impose stricter tradecraft on these networks, defectors from the cause 
had revealed entire rings to the FBI. 

Identification of PRC official “A”’s network was not on this scale, but the 
tradecraft mistakes were similar. Chi Mak’s lapse in retaining compromising 
materials led to Dongfan Chung. Also, once Tai Shen Kuo, the principal agent 
of his ring, was identified, his contacts with Bergersen, Kang, and Fondren 
yielded sufficient evidence to the FBI to arrest and prosecute them. Although 
unmasking the vast extent of Chinese espionage in the United States is a 
daunting task, the arrests prove that Chinese tradecraft is far from perfect 
and that mistakes can be exploited to neutralize their American spies.

The arrests also reflect a relatively new phenomenon in PRC espionage 
in the United States. The majority of Chinese espionage cases involved Chi-
nese Americans induced by PRC intelligence to contribute to the homeland 
like Larry Wu-tai Chin, Katrina Leung, Peter Lee, Guo Bao Min, and the 
Mak family. However, Bergersen and Fondren were not Chinese American 
and were motivated purely by financial motives. PRC intelligence may pre-
dominantly target Chinese Americans but does not rely on them exclusively 
for US secrets.

Ronald Montaperto

Bergersen and Fondren were not the first non–Chinese Americans to spy 
for the PRC. Another example was Ronald Montaperto, an academic expert 
on China. After teaching at Indiana University and the Army War College, 
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he joined DIA in the early 1980s and held a number of positions as a China 
analyst. He later left DIA to work at the China Analysis Center of the 
National Defense University and then headed the US Pacific Command’s 
Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies in Hawaii. 

Montaperto wrote several studies on China and developed a reputation 
as a leading commentator on the PRC’s military. As evidenced in his com-
ments in a 1996 panel discussion, he advocated a decidedly benign view of 
the threat from the PRC: “China is years away from being in a position 
where the combination of capabilities and intentions would be such that 
they would pose a threat to US vital interests or the interests of our friends 
and allies.”42

In 1982, while at DIA, Montaperto was tabbed to participate in a pro-
gram to promote interaction between DIA’s China analysts and military 
attachés from the PRC stationed in Washington. After the program ended, 
Montaperto continued his contact with two of the Chinese attachés but did 
not fully report his meetings as required by DIA regulations.43

During those contacts, Montaperto shared secret and top-secret infor-
mation with his military attaché friends for almost a decade. The FBI 
began to focus on Montaperto in 1991. In an interview with FBI agents, he 
admitted continuing contact with the Chinese attachés and orally passing 
them classified information, although he could not recall exactly what 
material he had shared with them. Montaperto left DIA and the investiga-
tion was dropped.44

The case remained dormant until 2003, when the FBI ran a version of 
its sting tactic against Montaperto, this time without an agent posing as a 
foreign intelligence officer. Montaperto was offered a position in an osten-
sible DIA project that would require a polygraph test. Montaperto agreed 
and, under further questioning, he admitted again to passing classified 
information to the Chinese. This time, however, he remembered that he 
had shared with the attachés US intelligence on Chinese military sales in 
the Middle East.45

A search of Montaperto’s residence turned up classified documents on 
China that he had hoarded. On June 21, 2006, he pled guilty to a single 
count of illegal retention of classified documents. As in the Mak case, the 
charge was far less serious than espionage. Montaperto’s case epitomized 
the typical difficulties of investigating and prosecuting Chinese espio-
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nage. Unlike Soviet espionage cases, there were no dead drops, no minia-
ture cameras, no unexplained wealth or mysteriously fattened bank 
accounts. Even with Montaperto’s admissions, the difficulty of pinpointing 
specific documents and classified information he gave away eroded the 
prosecution’s ability to prove serious damage to US national security 
interests. 

The prosecution’s case was also complicated by friends and supporters 
of Montaperto who rallied to his cause. His supporters were not the com-
munists who defended the Rosenbergs, the Jewish groups that protested 
Pollard’s life sentence, or the Asian Americans who marched for Wen Ho 
Lee. They were former and current US government intelligence and mili-
tary officials that criticized the FBI and defended Montaperto, who they 
believed was accused based on mere technicalities about mishandling clas-
sified information.46

This time, the high-level support worked. A federal judge sentenced 
Montaperto to a mere three months in prison, although the accused had 
admitted to more than sixty contacts with Chinese military intelligence 
officers and to passing top-secret US government information to the PRC. 
In issuing the sentence, the judge noted the “very serious charge” but con-
fessed that he had been swayed toward more lenient punishment because of 
the letters and support from intelligence and military officials.47

Chinese Seeding Operations

A later revelation of another non-Chinese spy working for the PRC demon-
strated that Chinese intelligence pursued seeding operations to infiltrate 
young Americans into positions of access. Glenn Duffie Shriver, a Michigan 
college student, went to China three times between 2001 and 2004 to study 
its language and culture. While in Shanghai in 2004, he responded to an 
advertisement to write a paper on United States–China relations. The 
sponsors were in reality Chinese intelligence officers who recruited Shriver 
to seek employment in the Department of State or CIA.48 After failing 
State’s foreign service exam, Shriver tried his luck applying to the CIA’s 
National Clandestine Service. During the screening process, he admitted 
his collaboration with the PRC and was arrested in June 2010. He pled 
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guilty to conspiring to provide secrets to the PRC and was sentenced to four 
years in prison.

The importance of the seeding operation to the Chinese was highlighted 
by the amount of money paid to Shriver; he received $70,000 for his appli-
cation efforts, even though he had no access to a single secret. If Shriver had 
succeeded, the PRC’s investment would have yielded bucketsful of those 
grains of sand that the Chinese had so painstakingly acquired through other 
espionage operations.

As in the Shriver case and the earlier case of the Soviets’ Cambridge Five, 
universities remain priority targets for the seeding operations of intelli-
gence services. Cuban intelligence learned the value of these operations 
well from its KGB ally and exploited it to infiltrate spies into America’s 
national security apparatus for years. 
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